
Touching 
An Intelligent World



Living with Bots
The adoption rate of intelligent 
domestic robots will reach 14%.

Augmented 
Creativity
97% of large companies will be using AI 
in their services or operations.

Super Sight
The percentage of companies using 
AR/VR will increase to 10%.

Frictionless 
Communication
Enterprises will be making efficient 
use of 86% of the data that they 
produce.
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The intelligent world is arriving - the 

fusion of 5G, AI, IoT and other emerging 

technologies promises new possibilities, 

opportunities, and experiences for 

everyone, everywhere. Huawei's Global 

Industry Vision 2025 describes 10 exciting 

trends that are shaping the future and 

inspiring a new age of digital inclusion. 

Together, we can bring the benefits of 

digital technologies to every person, home 

and organization.

@2025
10 Trends for 2025: 
Touching the Intelligent World



Tailored Streets
C-V2X (Cellular Vehicle-to-Everything) 
technology will be installed in 15% of 
the world’s vehicles.

5G's Fast Arrival
5G networks will cover 58% 
of the world’s population.

Zero Search
The adoption rate of intelligent 
personal digital assistants will 
reach 90%.

Symbiotic Economy
85% of business applications 
will be cloud-based.

Working with Bots
Industrial robots will work side by side 
with people in manufacturing, with 103 
robots for every 10,000 employees. 

Global Digital 
Governance
The amount of global data produced 
annually will reach 180 ZB.
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary

The Intelligent World Is Close Enough to Touch

Change is coming and it’s coming fast – AI, 5G, and IoT and 
other emerging technologies are converging to forge a world of 
new experiences and productivity for all.

Toddlers giving commands to smart assistants. Robots going 
where we can never go. The disappearance of touch-based 
commands as home appliances begin speaking to us. Traffic 
lights that see more than we do. Endangered species living in 
threatened ecosystems protected by smart devices and AI....these 

are just some of the changes happening around us. 

The intelligent world is arriving. And it’s close enough to touch. 

Today, Huawei’s end-to-end global capabilities are ready to 
deliver new functions, new opportunities, and unprecedented 
performance for every individual, company, and industry. 

GIV describes 10 trends that explain how ICT is driving change 
for everyone, everywhere. We hope that you’re as excited as we 
are about the intelligent world unfolding before us.
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Executive Summary

Increasingly smart, sophisticated, and versatile robots are poised to be a huge quality of life booster for individuals in and out of the home. 
Examples include nursing, companion, butler, and bionic bots. 

 
GIV predicts that by 2025, elderly care 
homes in G8 nations will have an average 
of 10 nursing robots and that over 14% of 
households worldwide will have an intelligent 
domestic robot at home. 

Trend 1: Living with Bots

Nursing Bots Bionic Bots

Butler BotsCompanion 
Bots

Nursing Bots

Bionic Bots

Butler Bots

Companion 
Bots

nursing bots on average 
will be in use in each elderly 
care home in G8 nations

smart home devices
will be in operation

of families worldwide
will have a smart 
domestic robot 
in the home

14% 10

20 billion
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Nursing Bots

Bionic Bots

Butler Bots

Companion 
Bots

nursing bots on average 
will be in use in each elderly 
care home in G8 nations

smart home devices
will be in operation

of families worldwide 
will have a smart 
domestic robot 
in the home

14%10

20 billion
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Executive Summary

See things like you've never seen them before at work and at play - the fusion of AI, VR/AR, 5G & UHD tech will open up new 
vistas for people, business, and culture.

 
GIV predicts that by 2025, 337 million people 
and 9% of companies will use VR/AR.

Trend 2: Super Sight

Beyond 
Distance

Beyond 
Distortion

Beyond 
History

Beyond 
Surface

Beyond Surface

Beyond Distortion

Beyond History

Eye
Disease
Report

5G

of enterprises will 
use VR/AR 

people will use
VR/AR 

Beyond Distance

10% 

337million
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Beyond Surface

Beyond Distortion

Beyond History

Eye
Disease
Report

5G

of enterprises will 
use VR/AR 

people will use
VR/AR 

Beyond Distance

10%

337million
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Executive Summary

Seek and you shall find. The search experience of the future will be smart, smooth, and button-free – information will seek 
you out as appliances, cars, and devices begin speaking to you and anticipating your needs.

Trend 3: Zero Search

Button-free
InteractionMe Network

GIV predicts that by 2025, 90% of 
people will use personal assistants on 
their smart devices.

90% 

Zero-search
Maintenance

Button-free
Interaction

Me Network

of devices will be
equipped with
intelligent personal
digital assistants

Hello,
intelligent

world

Executive Summary
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90%

Zero-search 
Maintenance

Button-free
Interaction

Me Network

of devices will be 
equipped with
intelligent personal
digital assistants
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world
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Executive Summary

Autonomous vehicles and connected network infrastructure will bring street smarts to getting around. Say goodbye to congestion 
and welcome in a faster, safer, and smoother travel experience based on dynamic networks.

Trend 4: Tailored Streets

Congestion-free 
City 

Virtual 
Emergency 

Lanes

GIV predicts that by 2025, 15% of vehicles will be embedded 
with Cellular Vehicle-to-Everything (C-V2X) tech. 

20% of large companies expect to benefit from quantum 
computing.

Virtual Emergency Lanes

Smart City Management Center

Cloud+AI5G

of vehicles will be
equipped with
V2X technology

Congestion-free Cities 

of large enterprises believe 
they will benefit from
quantum computing

20% 

15% 
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Executive Summary

Virtual Emergency Lanes

Smart City Management Center

Cloud+AI5G

of vehicles will be 
equipped with 
V2X technology

Congestion-free Cities 

of large enterprises believe 
they will benefit from 
quantum computing

20%

15%
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Executive Summary

Precise, tireless, and always available, robots will be taking on more mundane, dangerous and delicate tasks in the 
workplace, freeing us up for higher-value work.

Trend 5: Working with Bots

Hazardous 
Environments

High-precision 
Operations

Repetitive 
Tasks

GIV predicts that 2025 will have 103 robots 
working alongside every 10,000 employees 
in manufacturing.

Hazardous Environments

Repetitive Tasks High-precision 
Operations

180    320    268

Industrial robots
will work alongside 
every 10,000 workers 
in manufacturing

103
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Hazardous Environments

Repetitive Tasks High-precision 
Operations

180    320    268

Industrial robots
will work alongside 
every 10,000 workers 
in manufacturing

103
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Executive Summary

Want to unleash your inner genius artistically or at work? AI is the tool that can power huge gains in creativity and 
productivity for everyone.

Trend 6: Augmented Creativity

Trial and Error 
Discovery

Protecting IP, 
Encouraging 
Originality 

AI-inspired 
Creativity

GIV predicts that by 2025, 97% of large 
companies will be using AI.

Trial and Error Discovery

AI-inspired Creativity 

Protecting IP & Encouraging Originality 

20     +10万

10万

Original

Pirate

AI
AI

Nobel Prize

Nobel Prize

of large enterprises 
will use AI

smart phones
worldwide

97% 

6.1billion
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Executive Summary

Accuracy, understanding, and trust will underpin tomorrow’s communications. Expect companies that customize products just for 
you, an end to language barriers, and digital inclusion through tech.

Trend 7: Frictionless Communication

GIV predicts that by 2025, 100 billion 
connected devices will be in use and 
companies will utilize 86% of the data 
they generate.

Know Your 
Customers

Understand 
Your Product

& Service 
Providers

Borderless 
Communication 

Inclusive 
Communication

Inclusive CommunicationKnow Your Customers

Understand Your Product
 & Service Providers

Borderless Communication

prescrip
tion

？？？

prescription

prescrip
tion

？？？

global connections

of the data that 
an enterprise generates
will be utilized

86% 

100 billion
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Inclusive CommunicationKnow Your Customers

Understand Your Product
 & Service Providers

Borderless Communication

prescrip
tion

？？？
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？？？
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an enterprise generates
will be utilized
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Executive Summary

With cloud at the core, a global digital economy where resources and outcomes are shared is emerging based on three major 
features: inclusiveness, sustainability, and partnerships.

Trend 8: Symbiotic Economy

GIV predicts that by 2025, every company 
everywhere will be using cloud technology 
and 85% of business applications will be 
cloud-based.

Technology for 
Inclusion

Technology for 
Sustainability

Technology for 
Partnership

Technology for Inclusion

Technology for Partnerships Technology for Sustainability

of enterprises will
have adopted cloud

of enterprise applications
will be deployed on cloud

85% 

100%
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Technology for Inclusion

Technology for Partnerships Technology for Sustainability

of enterprises will
have adopted cloud

of enterprise applications 
will be deployed on cloud

85%

100%
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Executive Summary

10 years for full 3G rollout, 5 years for 4G, and just 3 for 5G. 5G is coming fast, but what does that mean for you, 
industry verticals, and society?

Trend 9: 5G’s Rapid Rollout

GIV predicts that by 2025, 2.8 billion 
people worldwide will be using 5G, with 
6.5 million 5G base stations giving 5G 
access to 58% of the world’s population.

Massive 
Connections

Low 
Latency

High 
Bandwidth

Massive Connections

High Bandwidth

5G

Low Latency

people will use 5G 
networks globally

5G base stations will be deployed worldwide

of the world will be covered by 5G58% 

2.8 billion

6.5 billion
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Massive Connections

High Bandwidth

5G

Low Latency

people will use 5G 
networks globally

5G base stations will be deployed worldwide

of the world will be covered by 5G58% 

2.8 billion

6.5 million
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Executive Summary

Advancements in digital tech must be balanced by shared data standards and principles for data use. We call for the creation 
of third-party data regulators and laws to underpin privacy, data security, and ethical compliance.

Trend 10: Global Digital Governance

GIV predicts that by 2025, 180 zettabytes 
will be generated each year, a fivefold 
increase over today.

Standardized Digital 
Governance to Protect

Digital Assets 
Worldwide

Standardized Digital Governance 
To Protect Digital Assets Worldwide

IOIO  OOIOOI OIO
OOIIIOO OIII   OO
OI  IOIIIOOOIOIOI
OIIIOO IOO  III IO
OO I OO OIII OOO

GDPR

Data
Regulation

……

Annual data
produced worldwide

180ZB
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Standardized Digital Governance 
To Protect Digital Assets Worldwide

IOIO  OOIOOI OIO
OOIIIOO OIII   OO
OI  IOIIIOOOIOIOI
OIIIOO IOO  III IO
OO I OO OIII OOO

GDPR

Data
Regulation

……

Annual data
produced worldwide

180ZB
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Executive Summary

Penetration of V2X-equiped vehicles

VR/AR individual user amount

1

2 Individual users of head mounted VR/AR devices

Percentage of motor vehicles equipped with V2X technology; specific
definition of V2X: C-V2X communications via 3GPP-based C-V2X 
technology, including both short-range communications (V2V/V2I/V2P) 
and data exchange between vehicles and the application server (V2N).

Percentage of enterprises using AR/VR technologies for business
operations. This indicator will be enriched by information on the Top 5 
industry verticals that adopt AR/VR technologies.

Includes all types of smart appliances and smart safety equipment such
as smart TVs, smart speakers, smart cameras, smart lights, smart sockets, 
and smart locks.

Dimension No. Metric / sub-indicator (procedural) Definition 2025

Adoption of AR/VR by enterprise

Smart home devices

3

4

10%

20B

Digitisation

15%

337M

Market insights
forecasting

Regression
Analytical Modeling:

Linear regression,
logical regression,

polynomial regression

Huawei
judgments

GIV quantitative predictions & qualitative judgments

Surveys of
customers and partners

International
organizations
forecasting

Consulting
companies forecasting

Industry
manufactures
forecasting

Methodology
High-quality quantitative forecasting relies 
on a suitable methodology selected based on 
the historical data of each metric. GIV 2025 
utilizes an approach that combines trend 
extrapolation and time-series forecasting. A 
regression model based on historical data 
and business development patterns is the 
first choice in analysis. If the forecast results 
obtained from a simple linear regression 
model are not ideal, then the use of a 
multiple linear regression model or a time 
series forecast method is considered.
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Penetration of V2X-equiped vehicles

VR/AR individual user amount

1

2 Individual users of head mounted VR/AR devices

Percentage of motor vehicles equipped with V2X technology; specific 
definition of V2X: C-V2X communications via 3GPP-based C-V2X 
technology, including both short-range communications (V2V/V2I/V2P) 
and data exchange between vehicles and the application server (V2N).

Percentage of enterprises using AR/VR technologies for business 
operations. This indicator will be enriched by information on the Top 5 
industry verticals that adopt AR/VR technologies.

Includes all types of smart appliances and smart safety equipment such 
as smart TVs, smart speakers, smart cameras, smart lights, smart sockets, 
and smart locks.

Dimension No. Metric / sub-indicator (procedural) Definition 2025

Adoption of AR/VR by enterprise

Smart home devices

3

4

10%

20 B

Digitisation

15%

337 M

Market insights
forecasting

Regression
Analytical Modeling:

Linear regression,
logical regression,

polynomial regression

Huawei
judgments

GIV quantitative predictions & qualitative judgments

Surveys of
customers and partners

International
organizations
forecasting

Consulting
companies forecasting

Industry
manufactures
forecasting

Definitions of the Metrics
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Executive Summary

Global connectedness

Global Internet population

5G network coverage rate

Dimension No. Metric / sub-indicator (procedural) Definition 2025

5

6

7

8

9

100 B

6.2 B

58%

2.8 B

6.5 M

Amount of devices connected globally

Amount of Internet users globally via any access method

Percentage of global population living in areas covered by 5G networks

Total number of 5G network users worldwide

Total number of 5G base stations deployed worldwide

Global 5G network users

5G base stations worldwide

Connection

Intelligence

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

180 ZB

86%

100%

85%

90%

14%

10%

97%

103

20%

Percentage of enterprise applications deployed on cloud

Global data volume generated and stored annually, including copied data

Percentage of enterprises using cloud services（including IaaS, PaaS,
and SaaS）

Data utilized or analyzed by enterprises worldwide

The penetration rate of software-based chatbots or voice assistants
among smartphone users

The penetration rate of domestic machines with motion and AI           
capabilities

Average number of nursing bots in each care home for the elderly in G8
nations (Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, the UK and the 
US.)

Percentage of large enterprises that use AI for business, operations or
management processes

Number of robots per 10,000 employees in the global manufacturing 
industry

Percentage of large enterprises expecting to benefit from quantum 
computing by 2025

Cloud-based deployment rate of applications

Global data volume generated annually

Cloud adoption rate by enterprise

Enterprise data utilization rate

Adoption rate of intelligent personal
digital assistants

Global adoption rate of intelligent
domestic robots by families

Average number of nursing bots per 
elderly care home in G8 nations 

AI adoption rate by large enterprises

Industrial robot density globally
in the manufacturing industry

Percentage of large enterprises expecting to
benefit from quantum computing by 2025

Dimension No. Metric / sub-indicator (procedural) Definition 2025
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Global connectedness

Global Internet population

5G network coverage rate

Dimension No. Metric / sub-indicator (procedural) Definition 2025
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8

9
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6.5M
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85%
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103
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Percentage of enterprises using cloud services（including IaaS, PaaS, 
and SaaS）

Data utilized or analyzed by enterprises worldwide

The penetration rate of software-based chatbots or voice assistants 
among smartphone users

The penetration rate of domestic machines with motion and AI           
capabilities

Average number of nursing bots in each care home for the elderly in G8 
nations (Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, the UK and the 
US.)

Percentage of large enterprises that use AI for business, operations or 
management processes

Number of robots per 10,000 employees in the global manufacturing 
industry

Percentage of large enterprises expecting to benefit from quantum 
computing by 2025

Cloud-based deployment rate of applications

Global data volume generated annually 

Cloud adoption rate by enterprise

Enterprise data utilization rate

Adoption rate of intelligent personal 
digital assistants

Global adoption rate of intelligent 
domestic robots by families

Average number of nursing bots per 
elderly care home in G8 nations 

AI adoption rate by large enterprises

Industrial robot density globally 
in the manufacturing industry 

Percentage of large enterprises expecting to 
benefit from quantum computing by 2025

Dimension No. Metric / sub-indicator (procedural) Definition 2025
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